


As a cinema lover who has watched films of several genres over the years, there 
have always been certain standout films that resonated we me the most. Films that 
ignite my inspiration and creativity. Films that motivate me to create in multiple 
mediums. I want this photographic project to be an homage to the filmmakers, 

scenes, and actors that have been etched in my inspired memory over the years… 
With a different spin on it. Switching gender roles, ethnicity, location, and time 

periods, but keeping the general essence of the featured scenes. By collaborating 
with fellow creatives, artists, and like minds, I feel we can execute a photo series 

that will encourage others to revisit these films and gain inspiration.  
- Emiliano Styles



OUR FEATURE 
PRESENTATION



RE- 

SCENES 
SEEN 



CITY OF GOD 
BEACH KISS SCENE 



 

I love a good, gritty drama. “Cidade De Deus” is definitely in my top 10 favorite 
movies. It was masterfully shot. The emotional tone of each scene felt tangible, and 
hyper realistic. Watching it suspends me in the story’s reality and makes me forget 
that I was watching a scripted feature, not a documentary. Although, every single 

scene in this film is memorable, what makes the beach kiss scene a standout was that a 
still frame from this scene was made into the now iconic movie poster. I want to 

recreate this scene with a gender role reversal. Having a man kiss a woman on the 
cheek instead. 



BREATHLESS 
Between grief and nothing.  

I will take grief SCENE 



Jean-Luc Godard’s bold debut film “Breathless” made me embrace guerrilla style 
filmmaking, imperfections, and abrupt jump cuts. I feel like every frame of this film 

could be a still photograph that is print, frame, and hang worthy. In this scene, 
Patricia, an American student, wants to discuss classic literature, but he wants to 

overwhelm her with his aggressive affection. A reimagining of this scene, I’d like to 
possible do a gender role reversal, or just do it as is with actor look-alikes. 



DESPERADO 
WALKING AWAY FROM EXPLOSION SCENE 



Robert Rodriguez is my favorite director. Since I discovered his work, I’ve admired 
his versatility as a filmmaker. He writes, directs, edits, composes, shoots, designs movie 

poster artwork, sometimes he even caters his films. I remember when I first saw 
“Desperado”, I was in middle school, my brother was a senior in high school and before 

we left for school one morning, he came to me excitedly “You have to watch this 
movie!” I said, “I can’t watch it now, I have to catch the bus!” He said, “Just watch the 
first scene!” He popped in the VHS tape and I was mesmerized. I went to school that 

day and was distracted by anticipation to see the entire film when I returned home from 
school. I finished the movie and it became my favorite action movie of all time. 

Somehow, I’d want to capture the scene where El Mariachi and Carolina walk away 
from an explosion that they caused after an acrobatic gunfight. 



WHIPLASH 
PRACTICE SCENE 



I watched “Whiplash” without watching the trailer, and I’m glad I did.  
It made its impact more meaningful. I’ve never seen a musical based film that had the 

same intensity as a suspense or action film. “Whiplash” taught lessons in passion, 
resilience, discipline, and sacrifice.  

I’d like to reimagine this scene with a different musical instrument. 



LOVE ACTUALLY 
cue cards SCENE 



I especially related to this scene because I’ve definitely had instances to which I felt 
I had strong mutual attractions to women who were in committed relationships 

with other  men. However, those men were never close friends of mine like it is in this 
film. It is a daunting though to think of people that are in your life who have a great 

admiration for you, unbeknownst to you. What a burden to bear and a burden to control 
and internalize!  

I want to re-realize this scene with a possible gender role reversal as well. 



LOVE JONES 
DARIUS COOKS BREAKFAST SCENE 



I am a decent cook, but I don’t like cooking. When I cook for myself, I keep it really 
simple. When I cook for others, especially women who I am romantically involved with, 

I definitely try to impress them.  
After Darius and Nina’s night together, I saw myself in Darius as he nervously, 

reluctantly, and hopefully cooked breakfast waiting for her approval.  
Again, I may recreate this with another gender role switch, or keep it as is.  



COMING TO 
AMERICA 

SWING SET SCENE 



Coming to America is a classic romantic comedy, but I also consider it a classic love 
story. The comedic scenes are so potent in this film that we oftentimes forget that this is 

a great love story that follows a king of a fictional African kingdom who is willing to 
depart from their arranged marriage traditions to find true love. In this scene, Lisa 
escaped to her backyard to be alone with her thoughts after her boyfriend tried to 

coerce her to marry him. Prince Akeem consoles her with easy conversation and it’s an 
tenderly, endearing moment. We see glimpses of Lisa realizing Prince Akeem’s charm 

here and the color scheme of red makes of a beautiful frame composition.  
I envision re-shooting this setup on swings on a beach.



CLOSER 
SPLITS SCENE 



Adapted from a 1990s stage play, Closer introduced me to an extremely talented 
actor, Clive Owen. His depiction of his character “Larry” was a stellar display of 

someone you love to hate. He reminds me of a person you know who is an asshole, but 
you can’t help but to appreciate him because of his conviction and honesty.  

I want to do a variation of this scene and pose.



25TH HOUR 
DOG WALKING SCENES 



“25th Hour” was the first major motion picture filmed in New York City after the 
terrorist attacks on 9/11. I love this film because of its retrospective feel. The lead 
character, Monty, was going to prison the following day and was basically walking 
around NYC, catching up with his best friends, and saying his goodbyes. His dog, 

Doyle is his constant companion in this film. Monty found Doyle on the road, all beat up 
and bloody, but now the dog was only alive because Monty saved him and his dog’s 

presence is a constant symbolic reminder of what he did for him.  
I will shoot a version of this with a different type of dog, but with a woman owner 

maybe. 



mo betta blues 
practicing scene 



I read an article somewhere that deep concentration causes temporary deafness. 
How many times have we witnessed someone writing at their laptop, cooking, or doing 

something really involved, and we have to call their names several times to get their 
attention? Temporary deafness is a real human phenomenon and was displayed 

perfectly in this scene when Denzel’s character “Bleek” practices his finger placings for 
a song in his head while the camera oscillates.  

I would love to shoot a frame from this scene in the album section of The Last 
Bookstore.  



do the right 
thing 

mookie delivers pizza scenes 



In Spike Lee’s masterpiece he plays the lead protagonist, pizza delivery man 
“Mookie”. 

We follow Mookie’s transient journey from block to block, delivery to delivery, as he 
interacts within a block’s radius in a Bed-Stuy neighborhood full with diverse, and 

colorful characters.  
I want to create a contemporary 2017 Mookie. Maybe, he’ll be delivering pizza via 

postmates while riding a bike with a LA backdrop. 



KILL BILL VOL. 1 
WHISTLE SCENE 



I saw “Kill Bill Volume 1” in the theater three times.  
The first viewing was an awe-inspiring experience. I couldn’t 

quite believe what I was watching. The second time, I watched 
for entertainment purposes. The last viewing, I watched with an 

analytical eye. In the scene where the assassin Elle Driver aka 
California Mountain Snake prepares to assassinate the films 
protagonist while she is in a coma in the hospital. Such of a 

simple act in the plot could have been executed in a number of 
ways, but it Elle Driver’s walk thru the hospital hallway was 

stylized visually and musically. It was captivating and gave me 
goosebumps.  

I could recreate this scene, eye patch and all, with a different 
color scheme. 



the best man 
bathtub scene 



The older I get, the more weddings I go to, the more children my friends have, and my college 
friends have dispersed all of the world.  

When we all are in the same room, we reminisce and revisit old memories while making new ones at 
weddings, funerals, birthdays, and births. Hindsight is 20/20. Looking back on my past makes me 

consider what could’ve been and what if, and tying up loose ends. The bathtub scene is foreshadowing 
in nature because the “Robin” character played by Sanaa Lathan took her boyfriend’s vulnerable 

moment in the bathtub to express her love for him right before he headed to his best friend’s wedding.  
This is a beautiful scene. Taking a rose bath with your significant other surrounded by candles. 



LOST IN 
TRANSLATION 

zebra print backdrop scene 



I’ve never lived abroad, but I’ve traveled to places where I wasn’t fluent in the native 
language and it was very challenging to communicate with others.  

Domestically, I’ve lived in the midwest, east coast, the south, and now the west coast and 
each region is so much different than the rest. I know how it feels to feel like a fish out of 

water and how it feels when someone catches your proverbial fish. It feels supremely 
refreshing and eye opening. Especially, to feel related with and understood. 

 That’s what this image reflects, a moment of comfort and understanding.



the usual 
suspects 

line up scene 



There are so many remakes of movies these days, but I always appreciate a stellar 
original script that is unpredictable and keeps me guessing. The line up scene 

features heavyweight actors Benicio Del Toro and Kevin Spacey. This scene is also the 
movie art and I appreciate the stark differences between all of them.  

I want to show one subject’s versatility in different looks and outfits in front of the 
police line-up backdrop.



the curious case 
of benjamin 

button 
montage scene 



I read “The Great Gatsby” in high school and I loved the novel so much that my 
English teacher encouraged me to read his other work. She printed out a short story 

from him called “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button” and it was a comical, witty story 
that stuck with me for year. I was especially excited when I heard that one of my favorite 

director’s, David Fincher, would be directing a film adaptation of it. I couldn’t have been 
happier with the film because they elevated the material tremendously. This scene was 

moving because it showed Benjamin’s budding relationship with a woman that he loved 
for years, and they finally decided to pursue a romantic relationship together.  

They had an apartment with no furniture, just a mattress on the floor, and that’s all 
they needed.



belly 
“I don’t like that shit” scene 



Music video director legend Hype Williams’ debut film is a visual masterpiece.  
It’s one of those movies that you can watch on mute and be totally engaged. Every scene 

can stand alone stylistically and tonally. I still quote this scene to this day.  
I may “LA-nize” this scene and have him eating in from of a fruit stand at farmers 

market or taco in front of a taco stand. 



eyes wide shut 
after the first party scene 



The first Stanley Kubrick film I viewed was “Full Metal Jacket” and I saw his last film “Eyes 
Wide Shut” in the movie theater in high school after being mesmerized by the trailer. The trailer 

said a lot without giving away too much and I gravitated towards the unknown elements of the plot.  
The story overflowed with symbolism, mystery, and sexy imagery. 

 I’d like to create a mish mosh image of the masquerade mask with the couple putting on their 
outfits. 



a 
clockwork 

orange 
moloko milk bar scene 



This haunting and disturbing film about deviant behavior has a gloomy, dismal mood, 
            However, it brings you into this dystopian world and teenage violence. The opening    

            Scene of the movie is striking because of the stylish, black and white scheme and the   
            creepy, menacing look on Alex DeLarge’s face before he and his “droogs” participate in  

            what they call “ultra-violence”.  
Redoing this scene will consist of the same black and  

   white color scheme with 4 subjects of different genders. 


